
no screen
games to

play 
on the road 

1- Treasure HUNT 
 

First to spot 6 given
items 

 
(could be a brown
dog with a white

patch, a man with a
backpac etc.) 

Car BINGO 
 

First to spot 6, 9 or
12 given numbers 

 
(players can pick

numbers between 1
and 49. Numbers

can't be a part of a
large number ) 

Music QUIZ 
 

Name the song or
the artist  

 
(1 point per correct

answer. You can
use "Best off" play
lists per decade or

genre!) 

Cloud GAME 
 

Spot animals or
objects in the sky 

 
(works best with

white fluffy clouds.
1 point per image.
Must be witnessed
by another player) 

Alphabet STORY 
 

Make a sentence
with each word
starting with a

different letter of
the alphabet 

 
(in order or not) 

Popping PENGUINS 
 

Make up a sentence
with the most

words starting with
the same letter 

 
(most number of

words win. No
repetition) 

Timed TABLES 
 

Answer correctly
time table
questions 

 
(1 point per correct
answer. fastest to

10 or 20 points win.
Play in turns.) 

Mime that TUNE 
 

Identify a tune -
another player

mimes the lyrics
with headphones

on  
 

(no singing,  talking,
or humming) 

Hold IT 
 

See if you can hold
your breath until

the end of a tunnel 
 

(subject to your trip
involving tunnels.

Great through
France and Italy) 

Half and HALF 
 

Make up funny
fictional animals

combining half the
names of 2 real

ones  
 

(then describe what
they would be like) 

UN+Fortunately 
 

Create a story
where one person

says one
"fortunately" line,

the next one adds a
funny

"unfortunately"
one... 

Pub CRICKET 
 

Spot pub signs,
count no. of limbs
in the pub's name

and score 
 

(Best for
countryside trips. 1

point per limb!) 

Heads and Tails 
 

Fastest to think of
an animal starting
with the last letter

of the previous
name 

 
(also works with

countries, cities...) 

Blind FOLD 
 

Guess where you
are on the road

from the twists and
turns you take 

 
(works best on well

known journeys
with lots of turns. ) 
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Score sheet 
S COR E S

GAME  1  GAME  2  GAME  3  T O T A L  

WHO ' S  P L A Y I N G  

NO T E S  


